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Abstract: Word Sense Disambiguation has been a research area since the evolution of Natural Language processing.
Most of the languages have ambiguous words. Resolution to these ambiguous words is a very importance task in
developing any tool for natural language processing which otherwise hampers the efficiency of the developed systems.
The accuracy of the output generated depends on the sense of the context a word is being used in a sentence. Word Sense
Disambiguation is used for resolving the ambiguous words. This paper presents a brief introduction to Word Sense
Disambiguation, an overview of the approaches that can be used solving ambiguity and work done for various Indian
languages.
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Introduction
All human languages have ambiguous words, these are the words whose meaning differ with
context to their reference. The computational identification of correct sense of a word in a context is
known as Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). It automatically figures out the intended meaning of
an ambiguous word when used in a sentence. Few illustrations of ambiguous words are:
English: Bark, light, fair, fan, right, fly, watch, bank, bat, lead, live
Hindi: सोना, मत, गल
ु ाब, आम
Illustration of some ambiguous words in English and Hindi is shown below in table I:
Word Sense Disambiguation is applied in various areas such as Machine translation (MT),
Information retrieval (IR), speech recognition, computational advertising, text processing, etc.
Without WSD, the processing of data is error prone. WSD plays a very important role in increasing
the accuracy of the output produced by a system. It preserves the meaning of the word with reference
to the context.
Ambiguity A word, phrase, or sentence is said to be ambiguous, if it has more than one meaning. The
various types of ambiguities are discussed below:
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Bark
Fan

मत

ENGLISH
The bark of the tree is bown
I was awakened by the bark of the dog.
The fan stopped worked.
I am a die hard fan of Tom Cruise.
HINDI
मत बोलो । (Don’t Talk)
मत के आधार पर फैसला हुआ।
The decision was based on votes.

गुलाब

गुलाब जामुन अ-छा है ।
Gulab Jamun (Indian Sweet dish) is sweet.
गुलाब लाल है ।
The rose is red.
Table I: Examples of Ambiguity

Lexical ambiguity: Words with multiple senses can either be homonymous or polysemous. Two
senses of a word are said to be homonyms when they mean entirely different things but have the same
spelling. For example, the two senses of the word ‘right’ may be uses as below:
1) He is a right-handed batsman
2) He is right.
A word is said to be polysemous when its sense has various shades of the same basic meaning i.e.
it has different but related meaning. For example, the word accident is polysemous since its two
senses – a mishap and anything that happens by chance are somewhat related to each other.
Structural (Syntactic) Ambiguity:
If the ambiguity is in a sentence or clause, it is called structural ambiguity. It occurs when a

phrase

or sentence has more than one underlying structure e.g
We should be discussing violence on TV.

We should be discussing violence on TV.

Referential ambiguity
Sentences in which pronouns refer to certain words, but it is often difficult to find out, to which word
it is referring e.g.
She dropped the plate on the table and broke it. [13]
Here, the ambiguity is that the pronoun ‘It’ refers to which noun, the table or the plate.
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Such references are called anaphoric references or anaphora.
The Multi-Word Constructs:
Ambiguity arising due to multi-word constructs like Idioms and Phrasal verbs. For example,
“My neighbor’s house was broken into last night.” The actual meaning of the idiom can’t be
identified from its constituent words.
Approaches for WSD
The Word Sense Disambiguation approaches are classified into three main categories:
1)

Supervised approach

2)

Unsupervised approach

3)

Knowledge based approach

Supervised Approach
The Supervised is based on a annotated data/ corpus. The supervised approach s based on
trained sense annotated corpus to build classifiers. Initially, annotated corpus is required to build a
classifier. The classifier is used to recognized the sense of the word based on their context of use.
This approach assumes that the context can provide enough evidence on its own to disambiguate
words. A major disadvantage of this approach is he requirement of a large sense-tagged corpora.
The accuracy of the classifier depends on the size and the variety of the data incorporated in the
corpus. Larger the corpus, better the results. The creation of corpus itself is a challenge in terms of
time and money. Some important WSD algorithms based on supervised approach are: Naïve Bayes
Method, Decision List Method, Decision Tree Method, Support Vector Machine (SVM) Method.
Unsupervised Approach
The Unsupervised approach is based on unannotated corpora. It is based on clustering of
words. It assumes that sense of the ambiguous word can be induced from the neighboring words.
Since this approach is based on unannotated data, it is very essential to have most of the senses of the
word in the training corpus. Some algorithms based on this approach are: Context Group
Discrimination, Co-occurrence graphs, WSD using parallel corpora.
Knowledge Based Approach
This approach based on using Knowledge bases for Word Sense Disambiguation. The
knowledge bases that can be used are: Word Net, Machine readable dictionaries, thesauri etc. This
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approach is suitable for domain specific word sense disambiguation. One of the famous algorithm
used in this approach is the algorithm proposed by Michael Lesk in1986 and is named Lesk
Algorithm.
Literature Review
Lesk Algorithm[5] developed by Micheal Lesk in 1986. It is used to identify senses of
polysemy words. He used the overlap of word definition from the Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary of Current English (OALD) to disambiguate the word senses.
Banerjee and Pedersen[7] adapted the original Lesk algorithm and used WordNet as the
knowledge source. The overall accuracy of their system was evaluated to be 32%. They used
Senseval-2 word sense disambiguation exercise to evaluate their system.
Sinha M. et. al.[8] at IIT Bombay developed automatic WSD for Hindi language using Hindi
WordNet.They used statistical method for determining the senses. The system could disambiguate the
nouns only. They compared the context of the polysemy word in a sentence with the contexts
constructed from the WordNet. They evaluated the system using the Hindi corpora provided by the
Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL). The accuracy of their algorithm was found in the range
from 40% to 70%.
Shrestha N. et. al.[9] developed WSD module based on Lesk algorithm for the disambiguation
of Nepali ambiguous words. They collected words to be used as the knowledge resource from synset,
gloss, examples and hypernym.[] The number of example for each sense of the target word was only
one in the database.
Each word in the context words is compared with each word in the collection of words available in
the formed database.
Dhungana and Shakya[12] have also worked for the disambiguation of the polysemous words
in Nepali language using the Lesk algorithm. The experiments performed on 348 words (including
the different senses of 59 polysemy words and context words) with the test data containing 201
Nepali sentences shows the accuracy of their system to be 88.05%.
Richard Singh and K. Ghosh[14] in 2013 proposed a architecture for Manipuri Language.
The system performs WSD in two phases: training phase and testing phase. The Manipuri word sense
disambiguation system is composed of the following steps: (i) pre-processing, (ii) feature selection
and generation and (iii) training, (iv) testing and (v) performance evaluation.
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Haroon, R.P. (2010)[10] has given the first attempt for an automatic WSD in Malayalam. The
author used the knowledge based approach.
Rakesh and Ravinder[16] have proposed a WSD algorithm for removing ambiguity from the
Punjabi text document. The authors used the Modified Lesk Algorithm for WSD.
Ayan Das and Sudeshna Sarkar[10] have developed WSD system based on unsupervised
graph-based clustering approach for Bengali language , which is applied to the Bengali-Hindi
machine translation..
Preeti Dubey (2014)[13] has applied the unannotated corpus based WSD algorithm for word
sense disambiguation in the copyrighted Hindi-Dogri Machine Translation system developed by her
under the guidance of Prof. Devanand and Prof. Shashi Pathania with assistance from Dr.Vishal
Goyal. Ambiguity in the Hindi-Dogri Machine Translation System is resolved using the ‘n gram
approach’ for the morphemes ‘से’ and ‘और’. Some use cases of the morpheme ‘से’ are shown in Table
II:
As seen in Table II, the translations from Hindi to Dogri did using the Hindi-Dogri MTS show high
accuracy rate for disambiguation of the morpheme से. Out of 9 sentences taken from online Hindi
news only two resolutions shown in table III of से are incorrect.

Sentence

Incorrect Translation

बाहर से आकर

बा6र

कोला आइयै

बीबीसी से

बीबीसी कोला

Correct Translation
बा6रे

दा आइयै

बीबीसी क;नै

Table III: shows the incorrect resolutions by WSD module in Hindi-Dogri MTS as well as the correct translations of से.

Conclusion
Word sense disambiguation (WSD) has been a very active area of research in computational
linguistics. It plays an important role in the increased accuracy of the output generated by systems.
One of the factors that has hampered WSD research is the unavailability of linguistic resources. The
state of art is that most researchers are mostly using the knowledge based approach of disambiguation
based on Lesk’s algorithm. Due to lack of corpus, researchers are using WordNet for disambiguation.
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It is also studied that the knowledge based approaches are efficient in resolving the sense of the
ambiguous words, but there is a great need to develop lexical resources to be used for the efficiency
of the natural language processing tools.
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S.No

Hindi

Dogri

1

वो कौन से दे श ह@, जहां िज़ंदगी

ओ6

शानदार है .

के6ड़े

दे श न ,

िजGथै

िजंदगी शानदार ऐ

2

बेहतरKन सुLवधाओं से लैस है ?

बेहतरKन सुLवधाओं क;नै लैस ऐ ?

3

उGतरK

उGतरK

4

Pुव

के

क़रKब

िRथत

डेनमाकT तीन नॉVडTक दे शW मX से एक

डेनमाकT

है

इक ऐ

Pुव

दे करKब िRथत

Zै नाVडTक दे शX

जमTनी से डेनमाकT आकर बसीं

जमTनी कोला

डेनमाकT

एनी RटKनबाख कहती ह@ `क aसफ़T

एनी RटKनबाख

अपने नागcरकW के aलए हK नहKं,

aसफT अपने नागcरकX

डेनमाकT बाहर से आकर बसने वालW

नेf ,

के aलए भी ज;नत है .

बसने आ6लX

[ब-चा
आइयै बसीं

आखeदयां न

डेनमाकT

जे

दे आRतै
बार

गै

कोला आइयै

दे आRतै

बी ज;नत ऐ

.
5

;यूज़ील@ड और इसका क़रKबी दे श
ऑRkे aलया

रहने

के

aलहाज़

से

शानदार दे श ह@
6

7

9

ते

ऑRkे aलया

ए6दा

क़रKबी

रौ6ने दे aलहाज़ क;नै

पूरे दे श से लोग एक पचm पर ये

पूरे दे श शा लोक इक पचm पर ए6

मांग करते हुए एक-दस
ू रे से जुड़ते
गए. जैसे-जैसे दRतख़त बढ़े , अज़q

माँग करदे होए इक - दए
ु क;नै जुड़दK
गे .

कr लंबाई भी बढ़ती गई. आज ये

अज़q दK लंबाई बी बधदK गेई .

अज़q ;यूज़ील@ड के एक tयूिज़यम मX

ए6 अज़q ;यूज़ील@ड दे इक tयूिज़यम च

रखी है .

रxखी ऐ .

यहां

का

जीवन-Rतर

बहुत

से

िजʼयां - िजʼयां दसखत बधे ,

इGथX दा जीवन - Rतर

अwज

बड़े हारे

पिzचमी दे शX कोला शैल ऐ .

बीबीसी से |ब| हुए सैफ़ ने कहा
`क, "बोVड~ग Rकूल मX पलना शहरW

आखेआ जे ,

मX पलने से बेहतर होता है .

शै6रX च पलने कोला शैल हWदा ऐ .

तब से लोग इस ठं डी जगह मX
बसे ह@.

बीबीसी

अदं ू दा

कोला

|ब|

होए

सैफ

नै

बोVड~ग Rकूल च पलना
लोक इस ठं डी था6र च

बRसे न .

Table II: Use cases of word sense disambiguation in Hindi-Dogri MTS
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दे श

शानदार दे श न

पिzचमी दे शW से बेहतर है .
8

;यूज़ील@ड

